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Abstract

One of the tasks Law Enforcement Agencies are responsible for is to find evidence

of criminal activities in the Darknet. However, visiting thousands of domains to

locate visual information containing illicit acts manually requires a considerable

amount of time and human resources. To support this task, in this paper, we

explore the automatic classification of images uploaded to Tor darknet.

Unfortunately, the foreground objects on such images are not always pre-

sented standalone, without background, due to the environmental conditions.

To address this challenge on the digital investigation of Tor darknet visual con-

tent, we propose to classify automatically only relevant parts of the image com-

bining saliency maps, i.e. to select the regions with the most salient information,

with Bag of Visual Words (BoVW). We introduce Semantic Attention Keypoint

Filtering (SAKF), a filtering strategy that removes non-significant features at a

pixel level that mainly do not belong to the object of interest or foreground. We

assessed SAKF on seven publicly available datasets, obtaining from 1.64–15.73

points higher accuracies than the method set as the baseline, i.e. BoVW using

dense SIFT descriptors.
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Experimental results reveal the effectiveness of the proposed approach and

highlight that the use of automatic image classification could be advantageous

to support daily Law Enforcement Agencies investigations on Tor darknet.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, digital investigation, Tor darknet,

cybercrime analysis, Image Classification, Bag of Visual Words, Saliency Map

1. Introduction

Nowadays, smartphones can take a large amount of visual information from

their surroundings. The increased awareness of the role of this information has

drawn people’s attention to the massive use of these devices to acquire and

share images and videos on the Internet continuously. Right now, 889 images5

per second are uploaded to Instagram and 76952 videos per second are watched

on Youtube1. Such statistics refer to the use of visual information in sites like

Tumblr, Facebook or Twitter, which are hosted in the part of the Internet that

can be accessed through search engines and is denoted as the Surface Web.

However, the most substantial part of the Internet, i.e. the Deep Web [1], is10

not accessible by search engines like Google, Yahoo or any other. Diving more

profoundly into the Deep Web, the Dark Web represents the portion of the

Deep Web whose access usually requires unique browsers. It comprises several

networks, being The Onion Router (Tor) the most famous one. The contents

of Tor can be accessed through the Tor Browser2 or the Surface Web website15

(Tor2WEB).

One of the principal characteristics of the Tor network is the layer of anonymity

that provides to its users. Sadly, this feature makes Tor network a nesting

ground for criminal activity and, because of that, several studies tried to un-

cover which the activities carried out on Tor are, and to categorise them. [1, 2].20

Al Nabki et al. [3] demonstrated that around 75% of the Tor domains contain

legal activity or services [4]. However, the other approximately 25% of this

109/01/2019 - http://www.internetlivestats.com/one-second
2www.torproject.org
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darknet hosts all types of suspicious activities, such as illegal drugs selling [5],

human trafficking, documentation counterfeit [6] or child sexual abuse images

and videos [7, 8], among others.25

Law enforcement agencies (LEA) seek new strategies in targeting criminal

content [9]. In Tor darknet, LEA struggle on seizing and shutting down do-

mains hosting suspicious activities. The analysis of metadata, text and visual

information may conduct to classify Tor domains in different categories based

on its content. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to carry out such work manu-30

ally, just visiting thousands of Tor darknet domains in a reasonable amount of

time. Therefore, to create systems that automatically identify which activity is

carried out in a Tor domain becomes crucial to undertake this task.

In this paper, we propose to use artificial intelligence on the visual content

crawled from Tor darknet. More specifically, we focus our efforts on using35

computer vision, and we present a method that improves the classification of

images from Tor domains into several illicit categories based on their content.

Artificial Intelligence techniques make possible to classify such sites and alert

LEA about which HS are carrying out suspicious activities, based on the types

of images hosted in that domain.40

1.1. Related Work

Concerning the extraction of features from an image, the Scale-Invariant

Feature Transform (SIFT) [10] used to be, and it still is, a state-of-the-art

technique, many times employed in combination with the Bag of Visual Words

(BoVW) framework [11]. However, Deep Learning approaches, specifically Con-45

volutional Neural Networks (CNN), have outperformed the results obtained by

BoVW and other more “traditional” methods [12] and currently are the most

used approach for several image-related tasks. [13][14][15][16][17].

Deep Learning approaches usually require a broad set of images to ensure

appropriate performance. However, in our problem, it is not possible to create50

such big datasets with data crawled from Tor. The fact that there are around
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110K unique addresses in Tor darknet3, only a reduced percentage are active,

they have a short life cycle [18], and not all of them contain images, makes Tor a

limited source of visual information. This fact was presented and demonstrated

in Fidalgo et al. work [6], where the authors created a representative image55

dataset of 698 Tor images. It is possible to work in the field of Deep Learning

with a small set of images for an image classification task and still obtain good

results through the use of deep features [19] or fine-tuning pre-trained networks

on the ImageNet dataset. However, based on the results obtained in our previous

work with TOIC [6] with traditional machine learning methods fed with hand-60

crafted features, we considered SIFT a suitable set of descriptors to work on

this particular problem, i.e. classifying Tor domains based on its visual content.

Several SIFT-based approaches have been the base of a number of recent

papers, e.g., combining SIFT with Edge descriptors to demonstrate the influence

of the compass operator radii in the classification performance [20], exploring65

their implication in the proposal of new spatial pooling techniques [21], used

for offline handwritten text identification [22] or in combination with CNN in

object retrieval tasks [23]. SIFT has also been extensively used in the forensics

field. Ardizzone et al. [24] proposed a SIFT-based approach to detect forgery

on images, a critical problem in digital image forensics. Li et al. [25] studied70

SIFT descriptors security against potential malicious attacks by removing them

from a processed image with minimal distortion. Liu et al. [21] demonstrated

how SIFT descriptors outperformed the detection rate concerning other local

features for the detection of fake coins.

Extracting the patches from the entire image entails the BoVW descriptor75

of an image to contain information from the object of interest, henceforth the

foreground, and also from the background of the image. However, the most use-

ful information for image classification purposes is contained in the foreground,

so using features from the whole image may result in suboptimal classifications

[26]. Visual Saliency, i.e. the subjective perceptual quality which makes some80

3January 2019 - https://metrics.torproject.org/hidserv-dir-onions-seen.html
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items to grab our attention immediately, is an efficient way to deal with this

drawback. Characterising only the objects of interest within the image would

boost the description methods and, therefore, improve image classification re-

sults, as Vig et al. pointed out [27]. For this reason, automatically selecting

salient regions across the images is a paradigm of outstanding importance. Mod-85

elling the visual saliency of images has attracted the interest of the computer

vision community in the last years.

Cheng et al. [28] proposed a regional contrast-based salient object detection

algorithm that consisted of assigning saliency values both to individual pixels

and to local regions in the image based on colour separation. After an image90

pre-treatment, Conglio et al. [29] used saliency regions to estimate if a pixel

belongs to the foreground or background with the final objective of people de-

tection. Goswami et al. [30] extracted a deep map to be used as a saliency

feature for their face recognition algorithm proposed. Hou et al. [31] presented

a method to generate saliency maps that predict human fixation points with low95

computational cost based on the image signature. They compared the method

with other approaches which also share a dependency on a blurring factor σ,

and they conclude that the different algorithms rely on a quite stable value,

concerning the effectiveness of the saliency map predictions.

However, when the saliency map proposed by Hou et al. is used for image100

classification purposes, e.g. in the context of the BoWV framework, the clas-

sification may be suboptimal because the use of a fixed blurring factor does

not always guarantee that the resulting saliency map contains only foreground

information [19].

1.2. Contribution and Paper Organization105

Due to our framework agreement with INCIBE4, the Spanish National Cy-

bersecurity Institute5, we are collaborating with the Spanish LEA in the task

4Framework agreement between the University of León and INCIBE (Spanish National

Cybersecurity Institute) under Addendum 22 and 01
5https://www.incibe.es/en
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of detecting suspicious content of the Tor network. In this paper, we extend

and improve the proposals presented in [20], [6] and [19]. The two main differ-

ences with our previous works are (i) the use of Saliency Maps instead of Edge-110

SIFT descriptors[20] to capture better the foreground information of the image

and (ii) the introduction of a new method that discards some non-informative

saliency map descriptors at pixel level, instead of at region level like we did in

our previous work [19].

• Based on the findings in our previous works [19], we confirm the influence115

of the blurring factor of Hue’s attention map in the accuracy obtained

for image classification when combining Hue’s saliency map and BoVW

framework. In this work we have demonstrated it on five more challenging

datasets than the ones presented in [19].

• We propose a new method, SAKF (Semantic Attention Keypoint Filter-120

ing), that removes image background information by excluding some key-

points extracted from an image based on its distance to both foreground

and background dictionaries. We validate SAKF on six publicly available

datasets.

• We apply our contribution, SAKF, to the problem of classifying Tor do-125

mains related to suspicious content using the images present in those do-

mains, outperforming in 2.20 points the baseline approach in [6].

In SAKF, each pixel is labelled as belonging to the foreground or the back-

ground depending on the distance of its descriptors to the foreground and back-

ground dictionaries. The process is visually depicted in Figure 1. Our tests130

showed that this filtering strategy efficiently retains enough information from

the foreground with a specific blurring factor and obtains better results than

the ones achieved by only using dense SIFT descriptors.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the

saliency map algorithm and the SAKF algorithm. Then, the experimental setup135

and datasets are discussed in Section 3. Next, the results of the experiments
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Semantic Attention Keypoint Filtering (SAKF) method.

At the top of the figure, it can be seen how the foreground dictionary is constructed using key-

points belonging to the object of interest. At the bottom, the construction of the background

dictionary. When a keypoint is closer to the background dictionary, it is not incorporated into

the BoVW dictionary, which mainly contains keypoints coming from the objects of interest.

carried out to assess the proposed method are discussed in Section 4. Finally,

some conclusions and future perspectives are presented in Section 5.

2. Semantic Attention Filtering at feature level

In this Section, we briefly review the saliency map algorithm used in the140

experiments carried out and we explore how the values of the blurring factor

of such saliency map affect to the image classification performance. Finally, we

introduce our proposal of feature filtering, SAKF, which discards some of the

non-relevant descriptors.

2.1. Saliency map algorithm and blurring factor influence145

We used the image signature proposed by Hou et al. [31], a saliency map

algorithm already explored in our previous contribution [19]. This algorithm

considers the image as the sum of the foreground and background signals. They
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isolate the foreground support in the transformed domain of the mixed signals

in the image and then inversely transform it back into the spatial domain by150

computing the reconstructed image. Hou et al. [31] recommended that the

standard deviation σ of the Gaussian kernel or blurring factor used in their

image signature algorithm to be related to the size of the object of interest.

They demonstrated its effectiveness, and they fixed σ to the 10% of the size

of the image, concluding that it was possible to choose a fixed blurring factor155

value that achieves good performance in the saliency map evaluation for most

of the methods. However, in our previous work [19], we demonstrated that the

accuracy in an image classification process, where BoVW and the Hou et al.

saliency map are combined, depends on the blurring factor used.

2.2. Blurring factor effect and Semantic Attention Keypoint Filtering160

To evaluate how the image signature blurring factor affects the image classi-

fication we assessed five values σ: 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32 and 1.28 [19]. We

binarised the image signature computed for each blurring factor, SMσ, using the

Otsu threshold, obtaining an image SMbin where the attention zone corresponds

to white pixels, and the black ones represent the background information.165

SMbin = Otsu(SMσ) (1)

Inspired by the foreground and background signal division made by Hou et

al. [31], dense SIFT descriptors are extracted from the original image and

separated into two groups: foreground, dF , and background descriptors, dB .

The mentioned process is visually depicted on Figure 1. Let dI be the set of

all the descriptors of the entire image. Let’s consider a SIFT descriptor di170

corresponding to the keypoint kpi, then:

∀(di, kpi) ∈ dI

 kpi ∈ SMbin → (di, kpi) ∈ dF

kpi /∈ SMbin → (di, kpi) ∈ dB
(2)

In other words, if a descriptor is computed from a keypoint contained in the

area of SMbin (Eq. (1)), it is labelled as a foreground descriptor or an attention
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zone descriptor; otherwise, it is considered as a background descriptor. After-

wards, two different visual dictionaries are computed using dF and dB : one for175

the foreground and another for the background, respectively. Our contribution

applies here, before calculating the BoVW feature vector with the images of the

training set to create the classification model.

We proposed a Semantic Attention Keypoint Filtering algorithm (SAKF)

to select foreground descriptors whose semantic meaning is closer to the main180

attention zone, i.e., the white area in SMbin. With this purpose, given a new

image, we perform a semantic attention selection for all the foreground descrip-

tors, and we filter them employing their Euclidean distances to the foreground

and background dictionaries. After that, we generate the BoVW descriptors’

matrix with only those foreground descriptors whose measured distance is lower185

to the foreground dictionary than to the background dictionary. The rest of

the foreground descriptors are not used for the BoVW descriptors’ matrix gen-

eration, since they are considered to contain less relevant information because

its semantic meaning is closer to the background than to the central attention

region.190  dist(dF , V DF ) ≤ dist(dF , V DB)→ dF ∈ BoVW σj

dist(dF , V DF ) > dist(dF , V DB)→ dF /∈ BoVW σj ,

(3)

where BoVWσ is the Bag of Visual Words descriptors’ matrix coded for the σj

value and V DF , V DB are the foreground and background dictionaries computed

for the foreground dF and background dB descriptors, respectively.

3. Experimental Set-up

3.1. Datasets used in the experiments195

We proposed the TOr Images Categories (TOIC) dataset [6] to evaluate

methods that aim at the classification of the activities carried out in Tor do-

mains. In digital forensics tasks [32], to the best of our knowledge, TOIC 6

6http://gvis.unileon.es/dataset/toic-tor-image-categories/
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is a novel and publicly available dataset that allows researchers and law en-

forcement agencies to work with real images, related to suspicious activities,200

extracted from Tor darknet on the image classification problem. TOIC com-

prises 698 images crawled from Tor hidden services, and it was obtained from

the domains included in DUTA (Darknet Usage Text Addresses) dataset [3],

which focuses on text analysis.

We created TOIC in a two-stage process of image crawling and filtering.205

First, we crawled 629 Tor HS belonging to the following five DUTA categories:

Drugs (both legal and illegal), Violence-Weapons (HS where weapons are sold),

Counterfeit Money (fake money creation and sell), Counterfeit Personal Iden-

tification (domains selling fake IDs, Passports and Driving Licenses) and Coun-

terfeit Credit Cards (both stolen and sold). We selected these categories due to210

the particular interest that Spanish LEA showed on monitoring such suspicious

activities. By following this procedure, crawled images were automatically la-

belled using the same label that was manually set up for DUTA dataset. From

the 629 crawled addresses, only 235 were alive when the images were retrieved.

We first extracted 3270 images, then we filtered the duplicated ones, and later215

on, we removed resources not related to the categories of interest such as ani-

mated gifts. In the end, the resulting 698 images make up the dataset. Figure

2 shows some images from TOIC dataset.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new method proposed in this paper,

SAKF, we also performed experiments using six publicly available datasets of220

general purpose. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the datasets, and

Figure 3 depicts some samples of their images.

The Birds dataset contains six types of birds into their natural environ-

ment, where objects sometimes cannot be distinguishable from their surround-

ings. COIL-RWTH-1 and COIL-RWTH-2 [35] contain the same 20 objects from225

COIL-20 [34] with a plain and a cluttered background, respectively. ImageNet-

12Objects was created as a collection of 12 categories of ImageNet [36] which

contained objects that are usually present in indoor scenes [17]. Objects can

sometimes be confused with the background of the images. Caltech101 dataset
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Figure 2: Image samples of TOIC dataset

Table 1: Characteristics of the Datasets Used in the Experimentation

DATASETS Images Classes Size of Training/test %

TOIC[6] 698 5 75 / 25

Birds[33] 600 6 75 / 25

COIL-RWTH-1 [34][35] 5760 20 75 / 25

COIL-RWTH-2 [34][35] 5760 20 75 / 25

ImageNet-12Objects[36] 10370 12 75 / 25

Caltech101[37] 9146 101 75 / 25

Soccer[38] 280 7 62.5 / 37.5

contains pictures of 101 different objects, with 40-800 images per category. Soc-230

cer dataset is a small but challenging dataset in which several categories (foot-

ball teams) may appear in the same image together with audience and referees.

3.2. Experimental Settings

We compared the results obtained with SAKF against the baseline from

previous works [20, 6], where a classical Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) model [11]235

together with dense SIFT descriptors [10] was used. Since ImageNet-12Objects

was not included [20], we computed and incorporated its Baseline results with
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Figure 3: Some examples of images of the public datasets used. Birds (1st row); COIL-RWTH-

1 and COIL-RWTH-2 (2nd and 3rd rows, respectively). Caltech101 (4th row); ImageNet-

12Objects (5th row), Soccer (6th row)

the same methodology, which is depicted in Figure 4.

The experiments with dense SIFT and SAKF method were carried out with

MATLAB and VLFeat library [39]. We kept the same settings than in our240

previous works [6, 19, 20, 40], i.e. dense SIFT with step and size seven, K-means

to obtain a 2048 visual words dictionary, BoVW feature vectors built through

a hard assignment approach and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with

a lineal kernel. We make our research publicly available through MathWorks

repository7 .245

4. Results and Discussion

Table 2 depicts the results obtained using SAKF and the baseline methods.

7https://es.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/69900-sakf-technique
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Figure 4: Image classification pipeline of the baseline algorithm [20, 6].

Table 2: Accuracy (in %) using the baseline implementation and SAKF method with the

corresponding blurring factor (σ). The best results are highlighted in bold.

DATASETS Baseline [20, 6] SAKF(σ)

TOIC [6] 85.78 87.98 (1.28)

Birds 67.47 81.87 (0.04)

COIL _RWTH_1 96.48 95.78 (0.32)

COIL _RWTH_2 50.60 66.33 (0.32)

Caltech101 58.54 61.14 (0.32)

ImageNet-12Objects 43.30 44.94 (0.32)

Soccer 48.00 52.00 (0.08)

In the TOIC dataset, we achieved an accuracy of 87.98%, which means an

improvement of 2.20 points over the Baseline method. The use of a model where

the SAKF method has filtered information from the background improves the250

results classifying the suspicious content in Tor darknet. In Figure 5 we can see

how SAKF filters non-relevant information before the coding stage of a BoVW

model, resulting in feature vectors that will provide a better representation of the

content to be identified by LEA. In these three examples from TOIC, it can be

observed how most of the filtered descriptors correspond to the background and255

not to the object of interest, i.e. gun, fake money or credit cards. Although the

method removes mainly background features, sometimes attention regions are

removed too, as it is shown in Figure 5. Nevertheless, the method allows coding

13



richer BoVW feature vectors, in terms of semantic meaning, which provides a

better description of the object of interest.260

Figure 5: Three samples from TOIC. Top row: foreground descriptors in black dots (left) and

the descriptors left (red) after applying SAKF on a pistol for sale in a black market. Bottom

row: foreground (black) and SAKF descriptors (red) on a fake Canadian dollar (left) and from

credit cards (right), both from HS related to goods counterfeit.

As it is depicted in Figure 6, the accuracy strongly depends on the σ value

used to obtain the binary saliency map, i.e. Eq. (1). The best accuracy is

achieved with the following blurring parameters, σ, on each dataset: TOIC:

σ = 1.28, Birds: σ = 0.04, Soccer: σ = 0.08, ImageNet-12Objects, COIL-

RWTH-1, COIL-RWTH-2 and Caltech101: σ = 0.32. Hou et al. [31] indicated265

that the optimal blurring factor σ is quite stable across different saliency maps

algorithms. That assertion was only true because they were focused on a saliency

map evaluation, but not on an image classification task, as we demonstrated in

our experiments with SAKF. Therefore, the affirmation made by Hou et al. [31]

does not apply in the context of this work.270
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Figure 6: Image classification results for the seven datasets using (i) Baseline: Baseline

implementation, i.e. no saliency map is applied to the datasets and (ii) SAKF : saliency map

and BoVW constructed with SAKF. The best results are presented in Table 2.

In all the datasets analysed, there are at least two blurring factor values

where the use of SAKF to select the key points from which the feature vectors

are computed provides better performance than using the descriptors of all key-

points of the image for the BoVW coding, i.e. Baseline. This applies to all the

assessed datasets, except for COIL-RWTH-1, although this is a bit exceptional,275

as it will be later explained.

However, taking into account the results depicted in Figure 6, we need to

distinguish four different behaviours depending on the dataset analysed. First,

in the case of the Birds dataset, all the blurring factors used in SAKF guarantee

better results than the ones achieved with the baseline method. In these images,280
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Figure 7: Top row: Foreground descriptors selected after binary saliency map overlapping and

after applying SAKF on Birds (left) and Soccer (right) images. The yellow circles indicate

zones where some keypoints were not considered to compute the BoVW feature vectors because

their semantic meaning is closer to the background dictionary than to the foreground one. In

the bottom row, a detailed view is depicted

even for a small value of the blurring factor, SAKF yields better performance,

because the initial saliency map stage correctly detects the relevant human

fixation points of the objects.

Second, for Soccer, small blurring factors in SAKF outperform the baseline

results, but with values higher than σ = 0.08 the performance drops. Regardless285

its tiny size, Soccer is a very challenging dataset due to the content of each image,

where not only several football players from different teams may appear, but also

the public and the referee. In Figure 7, it can be observed how the key features

of the player representing the main category are highlighted from σ = 0.02–

σ = 0.08, i.e. the symbols in the shirts of the football players. However,290

the higher the blurring factor becomes, the more features not related to the

central football team are highlighted as well, resulting in adding “background”

or unuseful information to the foreground dictionary construction, leading to

16



Figure 8: Original (1st row) and resulting images after masking the images with the binarized

saliency map with σ = 0.02 (2nd row) and σ = 1.28 (3rd row) in COIL-RWTH-2 images.

a suboptimal feature vector codification and worse performance in the image

classification process.295

The third behaviour can be observed in TOIC, COIL-RWTH-2, Caltech101

and ImageNet-12Objects datasets, which contain many images with a salient

background. Thus, for small blurring factors the attention is not always focused

on the object of interest but in the background details, as it is illustrated in

Figure 8. In these four datasets, the accuracy of SAKF increases leading to the300

building of a richer dictionary, which facilitates the codification of better BoVW

17



Figure 9: Original (1st row) and resulting images after overlapping the binarized saliency map

with σ = 0.02 (2nd row) and σ = 1.28 (3rd row) in the COIL-RWTH-1 dataset. Despite that

a saliency map is applied in the 3rd row, most of the images are alike to the original images.

feature vectors. For blurring factor values higher than σ = 0.08, the accuracy

achieved with SAKF outperforms the Baseline one.

Finally, in COIL-RWTH-1 dataset images are laying over a black back-

ground. On the one hand, the use of the binary saliency map, Eq. (1), penalises305

the accuracy because information from the object itself is filtered, as Figure 9

depicts. As the blurring factor increases, larger regions of the object of inter-

est are described, achieving higher accuracy rates that are close to the baseline

method. We can infer that SAKF is not appropriate for images with isolated

objects over a solid background.310

All in all, we can conclude that a proper selection of the features used to

create the dictionaries, in which only salient features of the object of interest

are considered, increases the classification results. COIL-RWTH-1 demonstrates

that if we only select the object features, we obtain the highest accuracies as

18



Figure 6 depicted in the Baseline results. Our proposal for filtering keypoints,315

SAKF, can get impressive improvements over the baseline results although the

method depends on the blurring factor used in the saliency map.

5. Conclusions and future work

The Onion Router (Tor), the most famous darknet from the Dark Web,

hosts a significant number of domains whose content could be illegal. Due to320

the anonymity provided by Tor, the extraction of knowledge from this darknet

represents a challenge to Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) to efficiently manage

their resources and take down or seize these suspicious domains carrying out a

manual inspection. Besides, the images that can be extracted from Tor network

do not always show the object of interest in an ideal situation, i.e. with a back-325

ground that diverts the attention from the object of interest. For that reason, it

would be interesting to design a framework that categorises automatically the

suspicious content of Tor network accurately.

In this paper, we presented a new method, Semantic Attention Keypoint

Filtering (SAKF), that improves the automatic image classification based on the330

Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) framework that filters background information

and extracts descriptors only from the foreground, i.e. the object of interest,

improving the performance of the automatic classification.

We observed that an initial saliency map applied to an image contains several

zones that do not belong to the object of interest, so we proposed a strategy335

to filter them at a pixel level. In SAKF, first, we labelled the descriptors into

the foreground or attention region, and the background based on whether they

belong to the binary saliency map or not. Next, we measured the distance of

all the attention descriptors to both foreground and background dictionaries.

In the BoVW feature vector coding, the descriptor is coded into the BoVW if340

it is closer to the foreground dictionary than to the background dictionary. In

parallel with SAKF proposal, we confirmed the influence of the blurring factor

of Hue’s saliency map on five different datasets that the one presented in our

19



previous work [19].

INCIBE is designing helpful and efficient tools for Spanish Law Enforcement345

Agency, to support their monitoring of the unlawful activities of Tor darknet and

better management of their outcome. Thanks to our collaboration with INCIBE,

our contributions in the field of image classification are being incorporated in

those tools, which are currently providing invaluable assistance to Spanish LEAs

in their daily work. Using SAKF, the accuracy of the image classification of the350

TOr Images Categories (TOIC) dataset, which contains real images extracted

from Tor HS grouped into five categories, was 87.98%. This is an improvement

of 2.20 points over the baseline accuracy of the image classification based on the

BoVW framework.

Apart from the application of our contribution to a real problem, we also355

validate SAKF effectiveness on other six publicly available datasets, obtaining

an accuracy boost with respect to the image classification based on the BoVW

framework of 15.73 points on COIL-RWTH-2, 14.4 points on Birds, 4.00 points

on Soccer, 2.6 points on Caltech101, and 1.64 on ImageNet-12Objects, a new

dataset we created from ImageNet.360

Despite achieving improvements over the baseline results, i.e. image classi-

fication with no saliency map, we found that the effectiveness of this strategy

depends on the selected blurring parameter and, therefore, it does not always

outperform the baseline results. Moreover, the application of SAKF is not rec-

ommended with datasets where the object of interest is isolated or over a solid365

background, like COIL-RWTH-1 dataset, because SAKF will filter features from

the object, resulting in a performance drop.

Further investigations will be focused on the feasibility of combining SAKF

method with deep features, together with the automatic selection of the blurring

factor proposed in [19].370
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